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ResearchDue to the Covid pandemic, the ‘I’m fine’ autopilot response is being used now 
more than ever as a disguise to how Brits really feel. The brief wanted me to 
explore how I can break this narrative through a social media campaign, using the 
power of humour which is notably used across a variety of Walkers campaigns.

70% of Brits use ‘I’m fine’ 
as an autopilot response

According to Walkers F word report
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ResearchMy initial research explored ‘very British problems’ in which we say we’re fine when 
really we aren’t, for example picking up what you thought were salt and vinegar 
crisps due to the green packet but instead they turn out to be cheese and onion. 
Using the packet of crisps as the main feature to my designs enabled me to hold a 
key theme through my iterations.
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I created the main statement below to reflect on the idea of being open with 
how you’re feeling rather than hiding behind the mask of ‘I’m fine’. The addition 
of a puddle and water droplets on the crisp packet, helped me to symbolise the 
emotion behind opening up. Using reference to sharing, I was able to associate 
this feeling with the object which is crisps. The reference to sharing is often used 
across Walkers campaigns which helped me combine this with the brand. 

Design 
development

Din Condensed & Lobster Din Condensed & Hulkbusters

Din Condensed & Crack and bold Din Condensed & Schizm Din Condensed & fLOOD STD
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Following on from my idea of using realistic situations where you may experience 
minor inconveniences or ‘problems’, I began editing the packet to make it seem 
like it had been cycled over or crushed by a pet. Covering up explicit language or 
using softened words to replace this, I was able to create humour with phrases 
that show frustration. Using this type of terminology enabled me to continue to 
reflect the idea of not saying how you really feel and masking it through words.

Design 
Development
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I needed to find a way of helping people reach out and talk about how they feel, 
rather than bottling up their emotions. I wanted to reference the 3 recommended 
mental wellbeing charities by the NHS; Samaritans, SHOUT and Mind. By 
continuing the theme of using the crisp packet as the main focus, I edited the 
text for each key flavour, adding different short quotes underneath each QR code, 
which takes you to the charities site.

Design 
Development
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This is the final outcome from this project. As it is a campaign I have chosen to 
display it as it would be on social media platforms such as Instagram. 

Final 
Proposal


